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To Japanese Top Guns
Because of the heat of your energy, I have to take
off a layer of clothes. Yesterday was the Rally for
the March Forward of the Family Federation for a
Heavenly Korea. At that time, five thousand CARP
members danced, but you are better. How can your
pronunciation be so good? Thank you for growing
up well, and thank you for participating in the
workshop well. You are the future of the Family
Federation for a Heavenly Japan. You are the ones,
with great grades, who can become leaders not
only in Japan but throughout the world.
Yesterday I spoke at ICUS. They were curious
about what kind of person, with what kind of
purpose, is doing this work, which no one else has
been able to do. They were curious. So I told them
the being you must research and know and attend from now on is Heavenly Parent. When looking at
human civilization, the present times and our lives have become very comfortable through the
development of science. That is something we can see with our eyes.
On the other hand, through the development of science, we are also suffering unexpected damage. Right
now, nations, North Korea among them, are saying they must have nuclear weapons in order for their
nation to survive. Why do they need that? All they need to do is change their way of thinking. They all
have greed, selfishness and are self-promoting, saying, "I am first, only I have to live well." That kind of
thinking has been prevalent in fallen history.

The rise and fall! Among large and smaller nations, just when you thought one was on the rise, it would
begin to fall. All people would still speak of peace as this happened. Therefore, all throughout the world,
there are many religious people and globally four great religions are governing the people of today. Yet
they do not know the conclusion well. They do not know where they must go. Human beings are not born
because they wish to be. They are created because there is an absolute being, the owner of the universe.
The Creator has a dream. That dream is to embrace all humankind in one embrace through the love of a
parent.
In summary, the world today has lost their parent. If they do not find their parent, if they do not attend
their parent, the world today cannot realize peace. When looking at the future, we cannot see hope either.
The future seems hopeless. However you may be thinking, as long as I live well today, I do not care about
tomorrow. Yet centered on Heavenly Parent, the absolute being, there is no first or second act. The eternal
Heavenly Parent wishes that everything he created, including his sons and daughters, will last eternally.
We call God, the Creator, our Heavenly Parent. Your reply is a bit slow. [Laughs] I said that your
pronunciation was good earlier but you must be able to use True Parents' language in order to say you are
true children. True children, humankind, must attend Heavenly Parent and on the path of being able to
stand in Heaven's presence, you must receive the blessing and be reborn. This is the revival and rebirth.
You are born anew through the True Parents as people with no connection to Satan and no connection to
the Fall. Therefore, you are in the position in which you can become filial sons or daughters in God's
presence. Aju! Aju!
I feel great. I have spoken in Japan and in many places around the world. Now I have said that I will
reveal the truths of history. I said I am the mother of the universe, the only daughter of God; let us make
the kingdom of heaven on earth together. That is what I said during the Wonmo Scholarship Awards
Ceremony.

